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TEDX ADDRESSES ‘UNCONVENTIONAL LEADERSHIP’
Sherilynn Soo
StaffWriter
The common denominatorfor speech-
es titled “Fifty Shades of Gay,” “Ethical
Riddles in HIV Research” and “Why
Libya’s Revolution Didn’t Work—And
What Might” is that they make you
think. Whether done comically or
with a more serious tone, an inflec-
tion point always arises somewhere
throughout these talks that opens the
audience to a new perspective. That
is the agenda of TEDTalks: “ideas
worth spreading.”
On Feb. 10, TEDTalks came to Se-
attle University in the form TEDxSe-
attleU. Eight members from the Se-
attle community spoke in the Pigott
Auditorium about the TEDxSeattleU
theme “Unconventional Leadership.”
The diverse list of speakers included
Sharelle Klaus, founder and CEO of
DRY soda and Ken Jennings, 75-game
winner of Jeopardy.
A typical TEDTalk consists of a per-
son of varying prominence in vary-
ing communities that speaks for 18
minutes about an idea they believe
is worth sharing with the world. Be-
ginning in 1984, these speakers were
drawn from three different factions:
technology, entertainment and design.
“We believe passionately in the
power of ideas to change attitudes,
lives and ultimately, the world,” the
TED webpage said in their mission
statement. “So we’re building here a
clearinghouse that offers free knowl-
edge and inspiration from the world’s
most inspired thinkers, and also a
community of curious souls to engage
with ideas and each other.”
The TEDx program allows various
institutions to coordinate TEDTalks
with local speakers. Michael Mage,
speaker liaison of the TEDxSeattleU
committee and one of Seattle U’s
Graduate Coordinators of Student
Activities, explains the process for in-
stilling this two-year-old program at
Seattle U.
NEWS
“The idea about bringing the pro-
gram was really about our culture at
Seattle U in terms of engaging stu-
dents and the community,” said Mage.
“And how do we use TED as a plat-
form for not only facilitating thematic
conversation within our community
but also broadcasting those ideas out
to a wider audience.”
The “wider audience” being anyone
who visits the TED website; all talks
that were given on Feb. 10 will be
posted there in four weeks.
To improve on the TEDx experi-
ence, the TEDxSeattleU committee
looked to narrow the spectrum from
last year’s theme, “A Life of Purpose.”
“We wanted to be a bit more inten-
tional this year in making sure that it
was a thread that people understood
and that it would facilitate a conversa-
tion that was larger than anyof the in-
dividual talks themselves,” Mage said
of this year’s theme,' “Unconventional
Leadership.” “Many people might not
feel comfortable claiming leadership
for themselves, claiming themselves
as leaders. Our idea with this theme
is that we like the fact that it spun the
typical notion of what leadership is,
so each presentation challenges our
ideas of what leadership is in a way
that we can realize it in ourselves and
in each other. And to have that con-
versation of ‘Why are we afraid of
taking leadership?”’
Krystle Cobian, a Seattle U alumna
and higher education professional at
University of Puget Sound, was espe-
cially inspired by this idea. Her TED-
Talk, “How Disco Taught Me About
Leadership,” drew deeply from per-
sonal experience.
“I was somebody that was once la-
beled as a quiet leader,” said Cobian.
“And I used to feel a lot of anguish
over that. I think it was the quiet
piece... That’s not something you typi-
cally associate with a leader.”
In true TED fashion, Cobian uti-
lizes a surprising yet accurate meta-
phor to emphasize the idea that
AP PHOTO/SONY - JEOPARDY
Ken Jennings of Salt Lake City, Utah, shown here in this on the syndicated quiz
show “Jeopardy!”. Jennings has bagged $920,960 in winnings since hisfirst appear-
ance aired on June, 2, 2004. He spoke at Seattle U for the TEDx talks. The topic of
the event was “The Obsolete Know-it-All”.
leaders come in many, and often
unconventional, forms.
“Disco is a genre that is often
thought about being either very he-
donistic or it’s considered very cheesy.
But really it’s just an underestimated
music genre, just as unconventional
leaders are often underestimated,” Co-
bian said. “All of disco is very positive;
sometimes the most crucial people to
getting work done are the ones who
always think positively.”
Although Cobian discussed the un-
conventional side ofleadership as the
leader itself, other speakers presented
a different take on the theme.
Eric Robison, a real state agent and
fashion producer, gave a talkabout the
unconventional journey to success.
Having traveled the world multiple
times, the first excursion being a solo
bike ride around Europe at the age of
15, he attempted a multitude of trades
before finding success in fashion and
real estate.
His message: dictate your own
path to success, even if it is the road
less travelled.
Count yourself lucky if you were
able to grab tickets for this popular
event; the TEDxSeattleU committee is
unsure if they are able to continue the
program next year.
“It’s not because of interest by any
means,” Mage said. “It’s a matter of re-
sources, which ultimately come down
to people and time. It is a year-long
process to plan an event and right now
we’re seeing some new priorities come
up. It’s a question mark to whether
next year will be a possibility, but we’re
still hopeful.”
Sherilynn may be reached at
ssoo@su-spectator.com
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WASHINGTON’S POOREST FEEL TAXES’ TOLL
Alaina Bever
Volunteer Writer
Washington state is about as blue as
you can get.
Last November, Washington voters
approved same sex marriage and rec-
reational marijuana use, and Wash-
ington residents have voted for the
Democratic nominee in every presi-
dential election since 1988.
It’s easy to see why a recent Gallup
Poll listed Washington as one of the
top 10 liberal states in the nation.
A look at Washington’s economic
policies, however, suggests that the
Washingtonians are not as liberal as
one might think. A recent studyby the
Institute on Taxation and Economic
Policy named Washington’s state tax
system the most regressive in the na-
tion. In other words, Washington’s
poorest residents pay up to six times
as much oftheir income in taxes as the
state’s wealthiest residents.
Why the disparity? For starters, the
ITEP study shows that Washington
is one of only four states in the na-
tion without a personal income tax.
Instead, Washington relies heavily
on revenue from sales taxes, which
inevitably take a much larger por-
tion of earnings from low-income
families and individuals than from
high-income earners, who spend
only a fraction of their earnings on
taxable goods.
The more progressive alternative to
sales tax is a tiered income tax system,
and Washington voters have already
made it clear that they do not approve
of income taxes. In November 2010,
this proposal took the form of Initia-
tive 1098, and was rejected by voters
65 percent to 35 percent, according to
a Bloomberg News article.
“What a lot of states have done to
kind of redistribute income and to
help lower and middle income house-
holds in the state is to give them a state
EITC, or earned income tax credit,”
said Katy Fitzpatrick of Albers School
of Business and Economics.
An EITC is a credit awarded to low-
er-income families and individuals,
usually those with qualifying children.
“Washington state has tried to do
that, they haven’t funded it yet, and
that would be one way to go to make
the system more progressive,” Fitzpat-
rick said.
While the legislative solution to
Washington’s unequal taxation re-
mains unclear, the system continues
to burden the poor. The question re-
mains: how doresidents considered so
liberal in other aspects ignore such a
regressive tax system?
Seattle University Jesuit and Mat-
teo Ricci College instructor Brendan
Busse offers one possible explanation:
“If it’s not just a liberally minded, but
a libertarian ethos inthe culture...then
in terms of taxes, we have no obliga-
tion to one another in this state unless
we’re buying or selling something.”
According to Busse, this libertarian
perspective—the age-old American
concept of the “self-made person”—
could be influencing the minds of
many Washington residents who re-
fuse to see the fairness of a state in-
come tax.
“There’s not a sense ofresponsibility
whereby we acknowledge that nobody
does anything on their own. Nobody
in this life can do anything by them-
selves. And progressive taxation ac-
knowledges that,” said Busse.
If radical progress won’t be made
to Washington’s tax system any time
soon, then it becomes the responsi-
bility of the residents to take care of
Washington’s poorest individuals.
College students and young adults are
feeling the impact of the increasing
cost of living. Many are forced to work
multiple jobs while going to school, or
move backhome after college. Making
a living is difficult even for young col-
lege graduates, and even more so for
families living paycheck to paycheck
on minimum wage jobs.
“As a tax, it seems to be a regressive
FEBRUARY 13th, 2013
tax on their [low-income families’]
poverty. And they end up, you know,
bringing on a new family, a next gen-
eration, of poverty. So poverty tends
to create more poverty in the next
generation,” said Poverty in America
instructor Dr. Edward Reed.
Reed encourages students to do
their part to help break this cycle of
generational poverty by participating
in activities such as service learning
and the Youth Initiative.
“Take some classes, educate yourself
about these issues, join some really
good groups that are making a dif-
ference out there in the community,”
Reed said. “Go down to Olympia and
get involved.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
ILLUSTRATION BY KELSEY COOK
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IMMIGRATION AT POLITICAL FOREFRONT
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
“Our journey is not complete until
we find a better way to welcome the
striving, hopeful immigrants who
still see America as a land of oppor-
tunity; until bright young students
and engineers are enlisted in our
workforce rather than expelled from
our country”
With this passionate declaration
during his inauguration speech, Presi-
dent Obama made it clear that immi-
gration will be among the hot-button
issues ofhis second term.
He reiterated the importance ofthis
issue in his State ofthe Union address
weeks later, declaring, “As we speak,
bipartisan groups in both chambers
are working diligently to draft a bill,
and I applaud their efforts. Now let’s
get this done. Send me a comprehen-
sive immigration reform bill in the
6 NEWS
next few months, and I will sign it
right away.”
As Obama alluded, immigration
reform has been of particular impor-
tance to college-aged undocumented
people as of late.
The issue of immigration has be-
come even more politicized after an
election which saw over 70 percent
of Hispanic votes going to Obama, a
democratic trend that is not likely to
slow down anytime soon, according
to the Pew Research Center, which
found that second generation Hispan-
ics are more likely to vote democratic
than their parents.
As a younger generation of immi-
grants matures, questions about the
future remain uncertain as the politics
ofthe issue get messy.
“People should remember most of
all that they’re dealing with human
beings,” said professor Sonia Bar-
rios Tinoco. “Sometimes people hear
the 11 million number and forget
that these are people getting reduced
to numbers.”
While she is hopeful that immigra-
tion reform can take place, she ac-
knowledges that the politics behind
the debate can sometimes gloss over
the larger issue of people’s lives.
“We have to keep trying to make
things betterand always striveto make
things better for those around you,”
Barrios said. “It may seem simple, but
we have to keep hoping for something
better. That’s my philosophy.”
Despite this hope, politics in the
country and Washington state are still
largely informing the debate around
immigration. Republicans in particu-
lar have been rethinking manyof their
positions on immigration, particularly
in light of damaging comments made
by MittRomney during the campaign,
including calls for “self-deportation.”
Last week House Majority Leader
Eric Cantor publicly supported allow-
ing children brought to the United
States illegally to be allowed a path
to citizenship. He had previously op-
posed the DREAM Act, which posited
the same concept.
In an interview with the Associated
Press, Mark Krikorian of the Center
for Immigration Studies in Washing-
ton, which advocates tighter immi-
gration restrictions, said, “All of their
[Republican] campaign consultants
are telling them that the end is near if
they don’t change.”
The Republicans’ shift towards the
center has been especially notice-
able in the West, where politicians
from California, Colorado and Ari-
zona all seem to be moving towards
embracing immigration reform. The
Republican Party in Nevada recently
endorsed giving legal status to illegal
immigrants and John McCain and Jeff
Flake of Arizona have called for im-
migration reform. Colorado, a critical
swing state that supported Obama in
both the 2008 and 2012 elections, re-
mains fairly divided over how to ad-
dress the issue of immigration.
The future of the DREAM Act
(short for the Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors Act) re-
mains unknown, afterbeing stalled for
years in Congress. Though at the na-
tional level there has been widespread
debate surrounding how best to move
forward, Washington state will likely
face its own battles over reform.
The Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals Act, which went into effect on
August 15, 2012, guarantees children
who came to the country under age 16
two years in the country for serving in
the military or to study.
“This act is controversial because
it’s not delivering a true immigration
reform, one that Latinos and undocu-
mented students have been promised,
but it is recognized as a step in the
right direction and the next rung in




in Congress,” said Olivia.
Gibbons, a senior international
studies and Spanish major who is
leading the Dignity, Justice and Work
immersion in the spring. “It has been
increasingly divided on partisan lines,
but the general trend is that it will be
passed, though people don’t know yet
if it will be in the next four years.”
As reported by the Seattle Times on
Feb. 2, while immigrant rights activists
are anxious to use the political gains of
the election to push for reform, some
state Republicans are blocking efforts
to provide college aid for young im-
migrants and better representation
in politics.
According to the National Immi-
gration Law Center, Washington is
one of 12 states that currently allows
certain undocumented students who
have attended primary school in the
US access to in-state tuition. Activists
are now pushing to grant greater fi-
nancial aid options under the DREAM
Act, an initiative that was first pushed
for in 2009. There is no verifiable data
about how many students would ap-
ply for the aid.
“Even if you have conserva-
tive views about immigration, the
DREAM Act is something that peo-
ple can really rally around from both
sides, because there is a big differ-
ence between allowing a 40-year-old
man to get citizenship than it is to get
a student, someone who came here
when she was four, who did not par-
ticipate in that choice, legal status,”
Gibbons said.
“Almost all of the growth in the na-
tion’s working-age population from
now until 2050 will come from im-
migrants and their children,” wrote
Gene Demby for NPR—meaning
that immigrants will become a key
group for Republicans to woo back to
their side.
“The metaphor that people used in
the 20th century about immigrants
and integration was...America’s a
melting pot,” said Pew researcher Paul
Taylor in the NPR article. “I think the










might be a mosaic—that is, distinct
parts of a larger whole.”
The Dignity, Justice, and Work Im-
mersion during Spring Break in the
Yakima Valley will explore issues per-
taining to immigration in Washington
state, and Gibbons encourages it as
a first step towards getting more in-
volved in the immigration debate.
“Learn about this issue and realize
the immediacy of the situation,” Gib-
bons said. “It affects students at this
school who live with the threat of de-
portation every day. Chances are you
know a dreamer and you probably
know more than one.”
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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TEACHERS FACE SUSPENSION FOR M.A.P. PROTEST
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
Sentiments toward the Measures of
Academy Progress (MAP) have been
made very clear: the Garfield High
School teachers do not like it.
In January, Garfield High School
teachers voted unanimously to refuse
administering the standardized test to
their students, saying that it is a waste
of time and money.
They argue the testfails to accurately
measure student learning since it does
not align with the classroom curricu-
lum. Since teachers do not ever get to
see the test, they are unsure how to help
their students in figure out what their
scores mean.
Students and parents do not think
this test is meaningful if it does not
count toward students’ graduation
or grades and there is no informa-
tion on how to decipher what the
scores mean.
Following the teachers’ announced
refusal to administer the test, boycot-
ters have since received support from
parents and students both locally
and nationally.
Despite protest, teachers were still
asked to meet their deadline of ad-
ministering all tests by Feb. 28, an
extension from the original date,
Feb. 22.
“We think [the teachers] have some
legitimate concerns regarding the MAP
test and how it informs their individual
practice, but at the same time, we at
Seattle Public Schools, we use mul-
tiple forms of data to help guide not
only classroom instruction, but how
we measure and track progress across
our schools over time,” said Execu-
tive Director of Strategic Planning and
8 NEWS
Partnerships Clover Codd, who works
closely with Superintendent
JoseBanda.
The Garfield High School testing
coordinator Kris McBride knew her
teachers were going to boycott the test,
so she went to her principal to let him
know.
“The district said to my principal,
you have to find a way to make this test
happen. And so they told my principal
to force the teachers to do it and there
was this implied threat of a 10-day sus-
pension if teachers said no,” said Mc-
Bride.
Administrators at Garfield High
School did not want to put teachers in
a situation where they had to face that
10-day suspension, so they decided to
step in. McBride handed them the list
of all the students who had to take the
test and they handled it from there.
“It was really disheartening because
our administrators came in and took
students out. I happened to be giving
a real test that did count towards my
students’ grade and [students] were re-
moved from the class and some didn’t
go and some did. And that kind of
threw everything into a whirlwind,”
said English teacher
Kathryn McCormick.
For McCormick, the decision to
forcibly administer the test did not
make sense.
“I have no idea who would run a
business in a way where the people
who are most highly qualified are all
lining up and saying ‘this doesn’t work’
and thosebosses would still insist ‘well,
we’ll do it anyway...’ That was one of the
worst days ofmy 26 years in teaching,”
McCormick said.
Although tests were given despite
the fight against it, the support for the
teachers was still there. Around 300
students did not take the test because
their parents decided to opt their kids
out of it.
“...That’s their right to do that,” Mc-
Bride said. “They can opt their student
out of any testing, especially one like
this that isn’t required for graduation
and has nothing to do with students’
grade. All it does is take away class
time.”
With so many students who did not
take the test, it seems that the decision
to make the students take the test was
unnecessary to some.
“The original test is unreliable but
this test is going to be completely un-
usable. They don’t have a wide sample,
many of my students, walked out and
walked right into my classroom within
five minutes so you know what they
did in there,” McCormick said.
Currently, Superintendent Banda
is taking a collaborative approach to
improve testing. A task force on as-
sessment and measuring progress was
formed, which includes teachers, par-
ents, students and community-based
organizations that can make recom-
mendations to the superintendent on
next steps to take.
“The most important thing to us is
we have an obligation to ensure that
they’re learning the state standards and
that they’re progressing in their learn-
ing and that we’re providing the appro-
priate support or perhaps accelerated
academic experiences for students.
And that’s really our intention here and
that is our hope,” Codd said.
Still, the decision to administer the
MAP during this time was unsettling
to teachers and parents.
Phil Sherburne, Garfield High
School PTSA president, thinks the su-
perintendent was caught in a power
struggle. And he isn’t the only who
says that.
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“I think a new superintendant is
worried that he’s going to be looked
down as weak ifhe listens to the peo-
ple ‘under’ him,” McCormick said. “I
don’t understand this American model
where the workers call attention to a
problem and it’s considered weakness
in a leader to attend to that problem.
My understanding in some otherbusi-
ness models, they honor the workers.
Here, I think it’s looked at as weak.
And so I think the district is forcing
the test simply because they fear if they
don’t, teachers will get out of hand or
think they have some authority they
shouldn’t think they have. Why else
would they?”
The 10-day suspensionhas been lift-
ed from teachers, but consequences are
yet to be determined and will be han-
dled on a case-to-case basis. Though
the teachers will face consequences,
they remain strong in their
MAP boycott.
“I’m in a tough spot because I’m
the testing coordinator,” McBride said.
“I’m not one of the classroom teachers.
But I’m really proud ofmy teachers for
standing up for what they think is right
for their kids. This is all about what
they think is best for students...and I
thinkit’s a prettybold stand thatthey’re
taking. I’m not one of them, but I’m
certainly proud to stand beside them.”
The superintendent will continue to
listenand work with his taskforce, and,
if nothing changes, teachers are plan-
ning to boycott again during the spring
MAP tests.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
FAILED EMAIL UPGRADE NO SURPRISE TO STUDENTS
Veronica Mazzolini
StaffWriter
Now were getting emails about email.
After a promised e-mail upgrade,
OIT has sent out the word that the
scheduled email improvement due
to launch last Friday has been post-
poned. The process has been stalled
due to minor bugs.
About $7.5 million has been set up
for a more widespread and network-
ing upgrade, outlook exchange email,
OWA, lab technology and VDI speed.
Matt Byes, systems administrators
in the OIT office, is working on the
project of the email upgrade. Rather
than just upgrading the Outlook for
a desktop, the entire email infrastruc-
ture is being revamped to meet the
needs of a modern student. It was in
this part of the process that things be-
came tricky for OIT.
While trying to update the webpage
on Feb. 1, there were problems in the
updating of the infrastructure. URL
and background access errors came
up with off-campus use. Rather than
spending a couple of hours hammer-
ing out the problems to make things
work, the team decided to take a step
STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESSES MINIMUM WAGE
Alaina Bever
Volunteer Writer
The main focus of President Barack
Obamas State of the Union was
economic growth. His speech was
marked by the same bold confi-
dence exhibited at the second in-
augural address, but the tone of the
State of the Union encouraged more
bipartisan collaboration.
President Obama began by remind-
ing Americans of recent progress, say-
ing, “Together, we have cleared away
the rubble of crisis, and can say with
renewed confidence that the state of
our union is stronger.”
Despite this progress, the president
emphasized a need to focus on the
middle class.
The presidents plan for contin-
ued economic growth complemented
back and reassess their work.
OIT is making a commitment to
provide a well-structured and func-
tional program for the university. Not
only is there a desire for the program
to work, but also there is a want for
new and improved features.
“There is a long-term view for
email, not just for improving it today.
We want to give our students much
bigger mailboxes and access to other
resources that Microsoft makes avail-
able,” said Byes.
The email upgrade will eventually
go through three phases of upgrade.
First, the OIT data center infrastruc-
ture will be updated going from Ex-
change 2007 to 2010. Next, alumni
who wish to continue to use their Se-
attle U email will have an online alum-
ni directory and an alumni relations
managed email environment called
live@edu. This is a Microsoft partner-
ship that allows alumni to sign up for
a Seattle U email account that would
consist of user@alumni.seatdeu.edu.
The extended use of university email
seems to be important to alumni and
current students.
“I thinkit is helpful that we can keep
our email because it is very unprofes-
both the heart of his campaign and
his emphasis on bipartisanship. Presi-
dent Obama called for a combination
of spending cuts in strategic places
and tax revenue that will not hurt the
middle class. A focus on bipartisan
economic progress is more impor-
tant now than ever, especially with the
threat of budget cuts.
President Obama also focused on
the growing threat of climate change.
In addition to preventing future
weather crises, Obama said, a focus
on clean energy will create more jobs
and result in ahighly modernizedand
efficient nation.
Other important topics include a
renewed focus on education, marked
by better high school programs.
The President presented the idea of
challenging high schools to equip
graduates with the technological
sional when applying to jobs and hav-
ing a Gmail or Yahoo account. Having
a university account helps a lot,” said
Seattle U studentRourke Van Zile.
Current students will also feel the
effect of phase three of the OIT plan,
which is the switch to Office 365. Be-
cause this is a cloud-based hosted so-
lution, the move to a 25 gigabyte quota
isabout 100 times bigger that the cur-
rent program. No more emails telling
you “YourMailbox is AlmostFull.”
“I’m excited about the new email.
Somehow I keep getting emails saying
that I am over the limit, even though I
get 12 emails saying that. I will delete
everything in my sent box, so I have
lost all the work I have ever done in
my college career because I need to
free up room. Three emails later it will
tell me that I’m out of room again,”
said Seattle U studentDominic Ortiz.
OIT is still working towards a
change, but meanwhile, it appears that
on campus, students are not really in
an uproar over the delayed change to
the new front page.
“I’m not surprised it got pushed
back. This is Seattle University OIT,”
Ortiz said. “But I am looking forward
to the upgrade because I can keep my
skills to enter the job field without a
college degree.
The President also shared opti-
mistic news of the bipartisan effort
to reform immigration, which in-
cludes making it easier for immi-
grants to gain citizenship legally, and
increasing border control to prevent
illegal crossings.
The highly debated issue of gun
control was another noteworthy topic
of the evening. Members of the au-
dience, including former Congress-
woman Gabrielle Giffords, wore green
ribbons to show support for the vic-
tims of the Newtown shooting. After
recognizing differing opinions, the
President called for basic common
sense reform to gun control laws.
Other highlights of the Presidents
speech include the announcement of
the withdrawal from the war in Af-
FEBRUARY 13th. 2013
email past graduation.”
A couple of weeks after this change
goes through, OIT is looking at mov-
ing user accounts from Exchange 2007
to 2010. This is when students will get
the bigger email quotas, less spam and
better user experience on Macs.
“We have to make sure everything
works with every device. There were
a couple of issues that we saw that
hadn’t been resolved and so we backed
out, discovered what the issues were,
decided exactly where we want to go
and now it’s a matter of when we are
going to do it,” said Executive Director
of OIT Dennis Gendron.
OIT isplanning on sending out an-
other email to foreshadow the planned
change to a new front page in a couple
of weeks for what can hopefully be a
smooth transition to better function-
ing technology at the university.
Veronica may be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
ghanistan, the need to reform voting
in America, and the call to raise mini-
mum wage in America to nine dollars
an hour.
On raising the minimum wage,
Obama said: “This single step would
raise the incomes of millions of work-
ing families. It could mean the differ-
ence between groceries or the food
bank, rent or eviction, scraping by
or finally getting ahead... So here’s an
idea that Governor Romney and I ac-
tually agreed on last year: let’s tie the
minimum wage to the cost of living,
so that it finally becomes a wage you
can live on.”
In line with the State of the Union,
this last sentiment creates a positive
and collaborative outlook for 2013.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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DANCE MARATHON MOVES FOR STAFF INVOLVEMENT
Sherilynn Soo
StaffWriter
Beginning at 10 a.m. on Feb. 23, Seat-
tle University students will be partici-
pating in the annual Seattle U Dance
Marathon. Along with the unique
form of excitement that arises at the
thought of dancing for 16 straight
hours, the Dance Marathon provides
a venue for fundraising for the Seattle
Childrens Hospital.
The number of participants con-
tinues to grow each year, drawing stu-
dents out from many different groups
and organizations at Seattle U. How-
ever, the Dance Marathon Committee
is looking to increase the presence of a
particular faction of Seattle U popula-
tion at the event: faculty and staff.
“We’ve received a lot of support
from a lot of different places,” said
Shane Price, the Overall Chair of the
Dance Marathon Committee. “But
we would love to see more mem-
bers of the university involved in
Dance Marathon.”
Dance Marathon 2013 has already
raised over $20,000 for the Seattle
Childrens Hospital, almost doubling
the amount the event raised four
years ago. This money, which will
contribute to the millions donated to
the cause each year, makes a critical
difference for the patients at Seattle
Childrens Hospital.
“Amid the child-friendly, life-size
giraffes and elephants that greet you
at the door, there is a buzz—an energy
of perseverance that defines our com-
munity,” said the Seattle Childrens
Hospital web page. “We are united by
a compelling mission: to prevent, treat
and eliminatepediatric disease.”
The mission of Seattle Childrens
Hospital draws similarities to the mis-
sion of Seattle Us Dance Marathon.
Although the main objective is to raise
money for the cause, the Dance Mara-
thon committee also wants to create
an environment of community ubiq-
uitous to Seattle U. This atmosphere
encourages everyone to enjoy the fes-
tivities and also to unite over the phil-
anthropic meaning of this event.
“Ourprimary goal of course is fun-
draising,” Price said. “Because that’s
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what’s going to help the children at Se-
attle Children’s the most, the uncom-
pensated care fund. But we also want
to create a really moving experience
for people, who not only fundraisebut
then participate in the marathon. Be-
cause it’s really about doing something
solely for someone else, and we’re re-
ally driving that home at the event.”
The Dance Marathon Committee
devised anumber of strategies in order
to increase faculty and staff presence.
One new installment: community vis-
iting hours. From 3 to 5 p.m., mem-
bers of the community are welcome
to join the festivities in Campion Ball-
room. Not only will community visit-
ing hours includepatient speakersand
presentations, it designates a certain
time for faculty, staff and members of
the local community to come in.
“We’re trying to create an experi-
ence that is more involving to the fac-
ulty and staff,” Price said. “In the past
it’s kind of been like, ‘When do I show
up?’ We’re providing those specific
times when community members can
show up.”
Anothernew aspect of Dance Mar-
athon 2013 is the kid’s corner. Often,
the patient speakers at the event are
the only children in attendance. By
providing this space, those visiting
can bring their children.
Dance Marathon 2013 will also
host a number of speakers, both cur-
rent and former patients of Seattle
Children’s Hospital.
“At 4 p.m. we’re having a commu-
nity presentation,” Price said. “It’s go-
ing to be all about our mission and
Seattle Children’s and sharing stories.
So really establishing the connection
between Seattle Children’s and Seattle
University’s Dance Marathon.”
In order to relay all these new
amendments to the event, the Dance
Marathon Committee has been work-
ing fervently to spread the news.
“We’ve really upped our presence
in social media, through a number
of different formats,” Price said. “We
have someone from Seattle Children’s
that is our contact and we had a seg-
ment on King 5 over the holidays.”
Director of Student Activities Ber-
nie Liang and Assistant Director of
Student Activities Patrick Rossman
are also helping the cause by writing
a letter directed specifically to faculty
and staff.
“I went to Penn State and they have
the biggest philanthropic Dance Mar-
athon. This is something I’m really
passionate about,” said Liang. “I really
think it’s an event that speaks to the
values of Seattle U. Patrick and I actu-
ally drafted a letter that will be going
out to faculty and staff to explain it a
littlebit more.”
“We’re trying to create an event
that will attract people to attend,”
Price said. “And then when they see
what we do they’ll want to support us
even more.”





your anonymous love letters... My dearest, darkest horse,
Laying in bed each night, I
have much time to think. Time to
think about you... and me... and
us together. In a perfect world,
the distance between you and me
would be no more than a finger s
length apart. Aleksandr Solzhenit-
syn wrote than “writing letters
out a trace.” I hope that this letter
doesn’t sink without a trace, for
I deludedly believe that fate will
bring us together through your
reading this letter.
ing my breath, for I was too ner-
vous to say anything. The doors
opened much too soon, letting me
out on my floor. You mumbled a
curt “goodbye”. It was in that mo-
ment that I decided I loved you.
Since then, not a day has gone
by when I have not seen you.
Not a day has gone by in which I
haven’t smiled. If you leave, I just
don’t think I could take it. For
now, I’ll continue smiling at you
and silently lusting for your pale,
lightly freckled body.
With intrigue and trembling
thighs,
Hobbes
P.S. Your name does not, in any
way, rhyme with Shmalvin Shme-
meth.
Hey you,
I know that we had a run-around this morning, but I didn’t get the
chance to tell you how much I actually love you. I will show my affec-
tion by attempting to write a poem.
I know that you feel invisible and ignored.
You, more than most, have spent months living under a shadow,
And any attention youreceive has justbeen mindless pounding.
I can see why you are so uncomfortable when even I cast you off.
But I do think about you.
You have always been there for me through rain, snow, and early
To the KKS- A hole in the wall is
worth it to have sisters like you.
Keep the adventures coming.
Hey. Erin. I see that you’re great.
If SU had prom I’d ask you to
it. If you wanna play basketball
some time, I’d be so, so, so down.
Imk. Miss you. Love you. Your
face is still great;)
We once rode in the Bellarmine
elevator together. I remember.
Remember it well. You stood so
close to me, like our future was
supposed to be. I glanced at you
out of the corner of my eye, hold-
Party on Wayne. So happy I
have you around to laugh with
and to finish my...
Love,
UR Secret Admirer.
was like throwing stones into a
bottomless pool. They sank with-
Dear Don Bosco,
Hot damn you is bootylicious
mornings.
I have shared my best moments with you and my lowest points, my
triumphs and my failures.
You would never judge me, no matter how much chocolate i eat or
what socks I choose to wear.
You see me for what I am and no matter what you look up to me.
So here’s to you, the spring in my step that protects me against thorns,
May you have many more runs left in you and may your laces never
unwind.
I love you running shoes.
You should hear the way the rain sounds on my roof
Just above my head I can hear the rain
deargeetehm,
as i@ett gourShape
pm left mgAige. ah gad,
haw mpeaged that night
Not falling, but tumbling and clattering
I saw you and immediately was attracted to you. I tried to work up
the courage to talk to you for weeks, and when I did, it just made my
crush worse. We have more things in common than I can count, and
I’m just waiting for the day when I can work up the courage to ask for
your number or ask you out to coffee. 5 weeks left, wish me luck!
With love and sexual tension,
The Lady of Catan
pattering against my room
I can almost heart your heartbeat in the rain
I love you because you make me do the dishes and
always turn offthe fan. #hashtag #HAG$
Like we are laying next to each other so quiet that
you can onlyhear our heartbeats in the rain
Dear Ryan D.
Here I sit as I watch you from the back of the boring, grey class-
room. You radiate beauty and every corner of the room is filled by
your glow. I can’t believe we finally have a class together. I’ve noticed
you and your gorgeous eyebrows for so long now. You first attracted
me with your long, muscular legs that perfectly fill your sleek black
running tights. Sometimes when I’m walking by the track I try to
catch sight of you doing sprints up and down the lanes. Ryan, you’re
so witty in class. I’m so intimidated by your confident, clever person-
ality.
To Mr. Tall Dark and Handsome,
Although we never actually met, I feel like I know you verywell.
Or, at least I know what you look like verywell. I see you walking
around campus every day and I smile, justknowing you exist in the
world. Your smiling face brightens my days as I sit in the library
staring at you. Not in a creepy way, you’re just so pretty. At times, I’ll
be staring at you and I’ll see my reflection in my laptop screen, and
I’ll think you don’t deserve him, but then I remember I’m a strong,
beautiful, independent woman. But it sure would be nice to depend
on you. Until then, I’ll just keep staring at you from the tree outside
your house. I mean the library...
Sincerely,
An Admiring Observer
myself to hate you, even after you
became so cold that winter.
I see you from time to time
now, when I’m walking to class,
going to work in the library, get-
ting food at the cafeteria. It seems
like you always have new admirers
around you, and though it’s hard
to watch them look at you like I
first did on that day in July, I find
that time is starting to dull the
pain in my chest. I’m starting to
heal. I even met someone new the
other day on Broadway, near =. I
think he’s an artist. He reminds me
of you in some ways, but he’s also
something totally new at the same
time.
Perhaps this is less of a love let-
ter, and more ofa goodbye. I can
say that I will never forget you, or
that night on the hill, but that now
you’re nothing but a memory and
an image frozen in my mind.
I hope that you see this, because
I’ve wanted to say it for a long
time. I have had these strong feel-
ings for you for about a year now.
But you already know that.
I’ll never forget the first time I
saw you, at my preview session on
a hot day in early July: I was in-
stantly intrigued. Infatuated, even.
You were tall, had bronzed skin,
and a serious but gentle attitude.
You may have mentioned some-
thing about an interest in the cross
country team, but I really can’t say
for sure—I was too busy thinking
about the possibilities of our rela-
tionship to pay any real attention.
I justknew I had found something
special in you. We spent only a
few minutes together, but that was
all it took. That night, I snuck out
to see you, and we spent most of
the night talking on the hill next
to the library. It’s a night I think
of often, and one that I will never
forget.
Fast forward and it’s the begin-
ning of freshman year. I’m ner-
vous to see you again, because it
has been so long. I’m awake for
what seems like an eternity the
night before move in, and I won-
der ifyou’ll remember me, if your
feelings might be congruent with
mine. The next day you were the
first one I run in to, and thankfully
it seems like nothing with you
has changed. We pick up exactly
where we left off
September ends and I’ve barely
started to settle in, but already
you seem so involved, every time
I see you, you seem to be affili-
ated with some new club or event.
October bleeds into November,
and soon the bitter cold of De-
cember is approaching, bringing
with it the threat of another long
How will I ever work up the courage to ask you out? Maybe this
Valentines Day will be the day all my dreams come true.
XOXO
Your very secret, very passionate admirer
spell without you. Were nothing
official, but at the same time, were
more than just friends. The night
before we leave for break, I meet
you on the library hill again. I kiss
you but you don’t kiss me back.
You say nothing, and I leave and
go back to my room. I was so glad
myroommate had already left,
because I didn’t want anyone to
see that I was up all night crying
over you.
When we come back from
Winter break, things have obvi-
ously changed. There’s an obvious
distance between us. Whenever I
bring up the kiss, you freeze up,
you say nothing, and soon that’s
all our interactionsare; I feel like
I’m talking to a statue. It’s like you
justdecided that it was easier to
run away from your problems
instead of facing them, and I hate
you for it. But I could never bring
Mary Granath,
You are so beautiful. Are you part veela? Girl your smiles like
expelliarmus: simple but disarming.
Did you survive Avada Kedavra? Because you’re drop dead gorgeous.
You remind me of Oliver Wood...you’re a keeper.
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BALAGAN’S ROCK MUSICAL IS NEXT TO BRILLIANT
Emma McAleavy
News Editor
During intermission at the Balagan The-
atre, the lesbian couple a few seats over
aggressively agreed with each other that
the male lead wasa narcissist.A little old
lady a fewrows downadmired his stolid
devotion to his manic depressivewife.
It’s a testament to the Pulitzer Prize-
winning writing of “Next to Normal,” a
musical about mental illness and family,
that such varied interpretations of the
same character are possible. On the other
hand, it’s a testament to the phenomenal
cast that throughout the formidable two
hours and fifteen minutes ofthe produc-
tion I was by turns stressedout, sad, vicar-
iously exhausted, amused and dismayed,
but never disengaged.
The show chronicles one family’s
struggle with mental illness. Diana (Beth
DeVries),wife to the aforementionedstolid
(ornarcissistic) Dan, and motherofNata-
lie, was diagnosed with bipolar disorder
19 years prior to the start ofthe show. The
family, it is quickly made clear, has been
dealing with her disorder for a long time.
The productionis deft in its depiction
of the ravages of mental illness, both on
the individualswho suffer and their fami-
nes. In Natalie (Keaton Whittaker) we
get a lonely, angry andtalented teenager,
acutely aware of the injustice dealt her
when she was bomto a mentally dysfunc-
tionalmother. In Dan (Austen James) we
have an inexplicably unrelenting pillar of
support. It is late in the showbeforewe get
a window into his reasoning, but when
we do it is a breath offresh air.
The most fascinating character in
the production, however, is Gabe (Kody
Bringman), Diana and Dan’s deceased
child whohaunts Diana as aschizophren-
ic apparition, but also acts the part of
mental illness personified andvilified. In
Gabewe get apicture not ofwhat mental
illness is, but how it seems to those who
suffer. Gabe also represents the ghost of
Diana and Dan’s child—in him we get a
picture ofthe horror parents sufferwhen
they lose a child.
If a critique of the show’s handling
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Mother and wife Diana (Beth DeVries) struggles with mental illness that affectsherfamily in the rock musical “Next to Normal.”
of the “issues” could be made, it would
be that in portraying mental illness as
an outgrowth of extreme grief “Next to
Normal” seems to suggest that mental
illness needs a reason and fodder. In re-
ality, it does not, and can exist with or
without accompanying tragedies. It is its
own tragedy.
That being said, the show accurate-
ly depicts the “hope springs eternal”
phenomenon experienced by so many
families. Newtreatments give wayto old
symptoms time and time again and still
families hang on. Giving up is notan op-
tion for families of the mentally ill, and
as we see in “Next to Normal,” the price
offailure is high, sometimes resulting'in
attempted suicides.
Overalltherock n rollband and killer
score made the show somehow fun, de-
spite the dark themes. The cast seemed
to be having fun, going all out and em-
bracing the insanity, and so, somehow
it seemed okay for the audience to do
so too. There was far more music and
singing than spoken dialogue in the play,
but somehownothingwas lost. Musicals,
often derided as cheesy, shallow orother-
wisesaccharine, have endured a badrap,
but in the traditionof “Spring Awaken-
ing,” “Next to Normal” preservedall the
grit thestory deserved in itsmusical form.
Director Brandon Ivie probably de-
serves most ofthe credit forthe seamless
transposition of the show from the big
time Broadway stage to a much smaller
venue. Though some criticsthought the
production lackluster, thesmall spaceand
proximity of the cast gave the musical a
raw and intimate feel.
Theater-goers should be prepared to
be wowed and entertained by “Next to
Normal,” but they should also be pre-
pared to be shell-shocked. For anyone
with any familiarity or experience with
mental illness theproductionwill hit bril-
liantly and painfully close to home.
Even for those not personally touched
by mental illness, “Next to Normal”pro-
vokes profound unanswerable questions:
what can possibly be said in the face of
acutely painful, invisible and ultimately
incurablediseases?What inspiration can
be given in art or in life to those who suf-
fer and for whom recovery is never an
option, only a lifetime ofmedicating and
coping?
“Next to Normal” ends with a mixed
answer to these questions. It is a testament
to the meaningfulness of life, even life
spent struggling with mental illness, but
it doesn’t sugar coat the issue.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
“NEXT TO NORMAL” RUNS UN-
TIL MARCH 2 AT THE BALAGAN
THEATRE. a
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VON TRAPP’S: A GLORIOUS, BAVARIAN DISNEYLAND
Kelton Sears
Editor-in-Chief
On opening day, Von Trapp’s was
packed. Wait times stretched from
two to three hours for a table. More
than once, Seattle University stu-
dents visiting the newBavarian beer
hall threw around the phrase “Chief-
tain Killer.”
Nestled on 12thAve., Von Trapp’s
is certainly giving Seattle U’s unof-
ficial bar a run for its money. The
common sentiment among first tim-
ers on Sunday: Von Trapp’s is a rous-
ing success.
It is safe to say that the
Germans have bested the
Irish on this one. Lucky
for us students, we just
have to stumble across the
road to get there.
Part of what works is the restau-
rant’s Disneyland effect: at 10,000
square feet, it is easily the largest
place to grab a drink in the neighbor-
hood. Equipped with giant fireplaces,
five full size bocce ball fields, and
authentic wooden Bavarian archi-
tecture, the place is one roller coaster
away from being The Matterhorn.
Owners Deming Maclise and James
Weimann make sure Von Trapp’s
never gets too cheesy—the duo lend
the place the same classy sensibili-
ties that made their previous project
Poquitos such a hot spot on the Hill.
Because of the open air, com-
munal design, drunken laughter
and conversation echo through the
space. It all feels very “Lord of the
Rings”—like any minute a party of
drunken dwarves and hobbits might
break out into song. The giant pic-
tures of the Alps and glistening Ger-
man countryside helps too. The bar
serves drinks sized anywhere from a
tiny three ounce sampler to giant one
liter glasses. The shambling crowds
ofpeople sloshing around liter-sized
steins add to the whole LOTR-style
medieval hullabaloo. On opening
night, a man decked out in full le-
derhosen and a pointed hat roamed
the hall.
The Bavarian beer hall setup
naturally instills a greater sense of
energy than your typical bar. Von
Trapp’s feels like a rollicking good
time. It’s not dark and trendy like
every other bar on the hill, it’s huge
and whimsical. Servers wear t-shirts
with lederhosen printed on them, and
you are nevermore than 40 feet from
someone playing a lawn game.
Also—the sausages. So many
sausages.
Von Trapp’s does the German
thing all the way, providing an ex-
tensive menu full of bratwurst,
frankfurters and kielbasa, all heap-
ing with sauerkraut. Ifyou aren’t into
cylindrical meats, the soft pretzels,
schnitzel and potato pancakes might
do the trick.
The beer menu is full of conso-
nant-laden German brews, as well
as classics like Manny’s and Elysian.
There’s plenty of variety for adven-
turous beer lovers looking to try a
Dunkel Weisse or a Schwartzbier for
the first time.
Luckily nothing on the menu is
outrageously expensive. Although
Von Trapp’s cost a hefty $1.5 mil-
lion to construct, you can get a 20
oz. glass ofbeer for $6 and a pretzel
for $4. Full-on dinner is going to
cost you $ 12, but for a place roughly
four times the size ofThe Chieftain,
prices are comparable.
Because Von Trapp’s is so freak-
ing huge, don’t be surprised if you
find yourselfhanging out longer than
you intended. If you get bored with
the first bar, well, there’s a second
one in the back. If you get tired of
that bar, you can play bocce ball. If
you get tired of that, you can hang
out by the fireplace. Von Trapp’s isn’t
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Von Trapp’s bocce ball courts are placed in the middle ofthe restaurant. Guests are
encouraged to play the game as it is a prominentpart of the restaurant.
the kind of place you hit up on the
way to your main destination—it is
the destination.
With the opening ofVon Trapp’s,
it’s safe to say that 12th Ave. has ar-
rived. The stretch across from cam-
pus has threatenedto be relevant for
a while now, but now that Ba Bar has
settled in as a top notch restaurant
and Von Trapp’s has officially land-
ed, Seattle U just got a lot more fun.
For anyone who was disappointed
by The Chieftain’s lackluster vibes
and food menu, Von Trapps is your
answer. It is safe to say that the Ger-
mans have bested the Irish on this
FEBRUARY 13th, 2013
one. If opening night is any indica-
tor, we can expect Von Trapp’s to
become one of the most popular lo-
cales in the neighborhood inmonths
to come. Lucky for us students, we
just have to stumble across the road
to get there.
We all officially go to school right
next to a giant, wonderful Bavarian
beer hall.
Congratulations everybody.
Kelton may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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KARAOKE IS SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT
AshleyRoe
Staff Writer
On any night of the week, people can
participate in or watch others sing their
hearts out in karaoke-related establish-
ments all across the world.
Karaoke in the Pacific Northwest has
set the music world abuzz. In January,
The New York Times called Portlands
karaoke scene the next great musical
revolution. The Times compared kara-
oke in the City of Bridges to touchstone
eras and cities that changed the face of
American music—Seattleand its grunge
movement in the ‘90s and rock and roll
in 1950s Memphis, Term.
The articlepaints apicture ofPortland
as a karaokeparadise. The amount ofka-
raoke bars in the city and the number
of song choices offered between them
are supposedly unmatched. There’s also
a large market for the pastime. Portland
has more bands per capita thanany other
city, but not enough gigs, so musicians
take what they can get. What they can
get is a gig singing karaoke.
But does the Portland karaoke phe-
nomenon really crush all ofitscompeting
scenes?
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Karaoke can be traced back to Kobe,
Japan in the early 1970s. Legend holds
that a Kobe snack bar gave birth to the
style when a booked guitarist cancelled
his scheduled performance at the last
minute. To keep the customers en-
tertained, the owner of the snack bar
prepared and played tapes of only ac-
companiment and customers enjoyed
singing along with therecordings. Japa-
nese businessmen then usedkaraoke as
a way to relax and de-stress after work
while drinkingwith colleagues.
Since then, the trend has escalated
and today karaoke machines and kara-
oke bars are commonplace worldwide.
Portland is not the only town with a
karaoke scene impressive enough to gain
publicity. There is literature on Seattle’s
People will sing their faces
off if they have two beers
and some loud drunks I




In 2011, Seattleite Harold Taw wrote
“Adventures ofthe KaraokeKing,” which
starts out in a run-down Seattle karaoke
bar, and follows a down-and-out man
who tries to pull his life together and
overcome his hardships after winning a
localkaraoke contest.
Seatde karaoke is a culture within it-
self. Karaoke bars canbe found in practi-
cally everyneighborhood ofthe Emerald
City. The hobby is offered in many types
ofnon-karaokebarsas well, ranging from
country-western bars like TheLittle Red
Hen in GreenLake, Mexican restaurants
like Tarasco’s in Ballard, sports bars like
The Dock in Fremont and piano bars like
Keys on Main in Queen Anne.
People are drawn to karaoke because
it asks its fans to break out oftheir shell,
ifonlyfor a two to four minute song.
“The vulnerability a person feels
when openly singing in front ofa room
ofstrangers is exhilarating and empow-
ering,” said Monte Clark, Rock Box’s
general manager. “I never used to sing
karaoke, now I sing it every day”
Sincethe energyand excitementkara-
okecan bring is dependent onthe singer
and the crowd’s reactions, the reactions
are another reason why karaoke gives
singers a rush.
“Karaoke is completely crowd and
mood dependent. Ifthere’s a lot ofenergy,
karaoke’s a blast but if there’snot, it can
be a downer,” said Alex Peck,a workerat
Finn MacCool’s in the UniversityDistrict,
which hosts karaoke every Thursday.
In January, The New York
Times called Portland’s
karaoke scene the next great
musical revolution.
Whetheryoucan carry aperfect melo-
dy or are tone-deaf, a little liquid courage
can helpbring out the fun and memories
that karaoke can inspire.
“It’s funnybecause people whowould
normally never get on stage or in front
ofa crowdwill sing their faces off ifthey
have two beers and some loud drunks
egging them on,” Peck said.
There are many karaoke bars where
regulars and newcomers alikeare accepted.
“It's averywelcoming sceneat the ka-
raokebars I’ve beento,” said Sarah Howes,
aDante’s karaokenight regular. “Nobody
seems to be too judgmental ofeach other,
which is nice.”
Leisure aside, competitivekaraokehas
been a growing field as well
“Absolute Karaoke, the company that
does karaoke at Dante’s in the University
District,put on thisbig karaokecompetition
recently, so I thinkyou can definitely saythat
thekaraoketrend ison therise,” Howes said.
The Seattle Singer’s Showcase2013 fea-
tured hundreds of people from all over
Seattle delivering their most impressive
karaokerenditions inhopes ofcompeting
at the final event on Feb. 2.
“This was the biggest year forthe cali-
ber of talent, as well as the overall turn
out,” KJ Lymes posted on the Absolute
Karaoke website.
Comparing entire karaoke cultures
maybe too far ofa stretch, but one thing’s
for sure: karaoke will continue to be an
amusing enjoyment, no matter what city
or bar the singing happens in.




KARAOKE: 9:30 P.M. DAILY
Bush Garden’s interior may be plain—the decor likely hasn’t changed much since
its 1953 opening—but that doesn’t affect how busy this place gets on the weekends.
Thebar has one giant pull down screen and two televisions that relay the song lyrics,
which is a classic set up. The only problem with this layout is that the singers stand in
front of the projector screen facing the audience. This makes it hard for people in the
back to follow along with the words on the screen, which means that the singer is under
a lot ofpressure—they better give the crowd a show-stopping performance every time.
The best thing about Bush Garden is that it still flies somewhat under the radar. Ac-
cording to a bartender, half ofthe attendees for karaoke nights are usually regulars and
half are newcomers.
Since Bush Garden is first and foremost a restaurant, the establishment offers the best
tasting food of the bunch. And it’s cheap too—the pot stickers, calamari and teriyaki
chicken kebabs are all under $6.
ROCK BOX
1603 NAGLE PLACE
KARAOKE: 4 P.M. DAILY
Rock Box is the most modem and updated karaoke bar of the bunch.
With a bar area and 12 private rooms, the space is much bigger than it looks from
the outside. The snazzy interior is meant to resemble wooden boxcars, which is where
karaoke was traditionally sung during its infancy in Japan.
Unfortunately, privacy comes at a cost. For the rooms, there’s a $4 to $7 fee depend-
ing on the day, time and size of the party.
Rock Box trumps the competition when it comes to song selection and technological
features. The rooms are equipped with iPads—remotes for navigating through the bar’s
extensive music directories—and a sophisticated sound system that let singers truly
showcase their talent (or lack thereof).
The Rock Box menu features appetizers like caprese and spam musubi (priced from
$4 to $6.50) as well as specialty cocktails like sake sangria.
Rock Box is the perfect place for big groups and parties and for those who may not
want to sing in front of a room of strangers.
THE ENTERTAINER
With its seedy ‘70s basement vibe, CrescentLounge, the smallest of the three bars, should
be in the running for Seattle’s divey-est bar.
Each of the karaoke enthusiasts that took the stage didn’t just sing—they put on quite
a show. Pouring the strongest drinks ofthe three bars, the entertaining performances were
likely brought on by Crescent Lounge’s potent cocktails, not talent. Theprices won’t break
the bank either.
With only one songbook stuffed to the brim, CrescentLounge has the weakest song selec-
tion. The lounge’s three most popular songs—Bonnie Tyler’s “Total Eclipse of the Heart,”
Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody” and “What’s Up” by 4Non Blondes—are supposedly sung
almost nightly.
CrescentLounge will be the most enjoyable venue for those who aren’t karaoke connois-




KARAOKE: 9 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY,
7 P.M. WEEKENDS




COURTESY OF OPEN ROAD PICTURES
Rooney Maraand Channing Tatum make a sad and awkward couple.




sants, insider trading and a star-
studded cast make “Side Effects” a
mesmerizing film.
“Side Effects” follows clinically de-
pressed Emily Taylor (Rooney Mara)
and her husband Martin (Channing
Tatum), who is released from prison
after serving a four-year sentence for
insider trading. After driving her car
into the wall of a parking garage in a
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suicide attempt, Emily is admitted to
a mental hospital, where she attends
weekly sessions with psychiatrist
Jonathan Banks (Jude Law). After
consulting with her previous psy-
chiatrist Victoria Siebert (Catherine
Zeta-Jones) and learning of Emily’s
long struggle with depression, Banks
puts Emily on anti-depressant drugs,
namely Ablixa. All seems to be going
with the pill until one of the drug’s
bizarre side effects takes hold ofEm-
ily—she stabs and kills her husband
while she is sleep walking. The ensu-
ing murder investigation and threat
of malpractice lead to revealing in-
formation about the case and Emily’s
history of mental disorder.
“Side Effects” is the kind of movie
that leaves you ethically confused—-
it’s hard to decide who the “good
guys” are. Like Martin Scorsese’s psy-
chological thriller “Shutter Island,”
this film is great the first time, but
even better when you can identify
all the subtle twists and turns upon a
second viewing.
Much like her role in “The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo,” Mara plays
a young woman with a dark edge.
Although her performance in “Side
Effects” pales in comparison to her
Oscar-nominated turn as Lisbeth, I
cannot imagine another actress deliv-
ering a more convincing performance.
Tatum mostly does what he does
best, which is look pretty, but it felt
out ofplace such a heavy drama. Un-
like Tatum, it was refreshing to see a
darker side of Law, who often takes
on eager, do-gooder roles or acts the
playboy, although his underdevel-
oped psychology ofhis characterleft
much to be explained. It is easy to
see that Banks is a double agent, but
as he “cuts deals” and lies to get to
the truth, Law’s cool and composed
nature was ill-fitting and confusing.
As soon as Zeta-Jones appears on-
screen it is clear that her character
is one of the most mysterious in the
film. Her dark clothing palette and
thick-rimmed glasses made her look
untrustworthy and the deconstruc-
tion of the character brought the
different aspects of the second half
of the film together, but Zeta-Jones
never gives away too much. Slowly,
the audience sees the innerworkings
of her practice.
Despite the impressive individual
performances, the cast is an odd mix
on camera—it’s hard to believe that
the beefy Tatum and edgy Mara could
ever be a couple, or that Law and Ze-
ta-Jones are eminent psychiatrists.
This movie should be on your
“must see” list if you are a fan of
plot twists and psychological thrill-
ers in the vein of “Shutter Island”
and Christopher Nolan’s “The Pres-
tige.” The script is very original. Al-
though the aesthetics made it hard
to be fully drawn into the film and
performances were not necessarily
mind-blowing across the board, the
film is highly entertaining and tells a
fascinating story.
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Moore Theater, 8 p.m.
MUSIC:
The Presidents of the
United States ofAmerica
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10 things to cry about
on Valentine’s Day
MONSTERS IN THE CLOSET • BY CELINE BALDEVIA
CORNDOG DETECTIVE • BY KELTON SEARS
FEBRUARY 13th, 2013
HOROSCOPES
Your celibacy streak will end this
week. Buy some KY.
Your solitary nature will come in
handy. You’ll always be alone.
Neptune’s position indicates that your
exes will have so much sex this week.
Roses are red, violets are blue, ain’t no
one gonna go on a date with you.
Jupiter is in the 11thhouse. You will
gain four pounds by Valentine’s Day.
Stop cryingyourselfto sleep. You’repretty
awesome.
Text me.
Venus shows that you’re particularly
susceptible to venereal diseases.
Acceptthe bearded man. Give him what
he wants.
Meaningless sex! Yay!
Pluto suggests thatall the stuffyou
bought her still won’t get you laid.
Your years and years of watching him


























SYLVIA SHEPHARD NAMED WAC PLAYER OF
THE WEEK FOR SECOND TIME THIS SEASON
Seattle Universitywomen’s basketball player Sylvia Shephard was
recently named the Western Athletic Conference Player of the Weekby
College Sports Madness. The award, which was given for her performance
in the week of Feb. 4-10, was the second time she won the award. The
Redhawks played twice in the weekend, winningboth with the help of
tremendous games by Shephard. The 63-53 victory over Denver and a
78-62 victory over New Mexico solidified Seattle Us dominance in the
Western Athletic Conference.
Shephard was a dominant scorer in both games, scoring a total of 36
points on combined 15-21 shooting. She also racked up 11 rebounds and
four steals over the weekend.
The junior guard averages 13.8 points per game for the season, as well
4.4 assists and 3.3 steals. She has the second highest assist average in the
Western Athletic Conference.
4.4 assists per game
13.8 points per game
3.3 steals per game
SPORTS 20
LIKE SPORTS?
COME WRITE FOR THE SPECTATOR.
E-mail sports(a)su-spectator.com for more info.
WOMEN’S HOOPS SHUTS DOWN PIONEERS
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
It took some time for the Seattle Uni-
versity womens basketball teams
motor to warm up, but once it did, a
stout defense and balanced scoring
led to a victory over the University of
Denver Pioneers.
Tip started later than usual; a mo-
ment of silence was held for late
Cal-State Fullerton Assistant Coach
Monica Quan and her fiance Keith
Lawrence, who were fatally shot in-
side a parked car at their condomin-
ium complex on Feb. 3.
The team also sent a care pack-
age to the team, showing support for
them in their time of grieving.
“It’s very, very tragic,” said Head
Coach Joan Bonvicini. “Our hearts
are with their programand their fami-
lies and we are definitely thinking of
them... I think anytime something 'is
tough, because I’ve gone through that
too, the little things of reading a card
with the team, with the staff, because
they’re going through things they’ve
never even imagined.”
Denver took command initially,
building an eight-point lead with
12:58 to go in the first half. The
Redhawks slowly found their feet
though, coping with the intensify of
the Pioneers by bringing pressure of
their own.
“Frombeing on theroad and losing
a few games, I think we needed to gain
back our confidence,” Bonvicini said.
“I think we didn’t start the game well
strong. They started by hitting some
threes. We were down eight but I re-
ally thought we showed a lot of poise
in that stretch.”
With 5:37 to play in the first half,
the Redhawks took their first lead.
They wouldn’t trail for the rest of the
game. Forward Catherine Perez gave
the Redhawks the lead on a fast-break
lay-up after a Denver turnover.
Just over a minute and a half later,
the lead had grown to seven after a
j MBB VS. DENVER 55-72 j
three-pointer by forward Ashley
Ward and a lay-up-and-one from
guard Sylvia Shephard. Denver
fought back to get the game to four
at halftime.
The momentum taken by Seattle
in the first half continued into the
second, as the Redhawks stretched
a four point lead to 14 with 13:23 to
play in the game. Denver held pace
at 14 for a while through free throws,
but the Redhawks defense didn’t al-
low any easy shots, and with 7:40
remaining in the game, the Pioneers
had only made one basket in the sec-
ond half, shooting a measly six per-
cent from the field.
As for the difference maker in the
game, Bonvicini felt it was down to
road games versus home games.
“I think a lot of things [made the
difference]. Number one coming at
home, having good quality practices,
and then the thing that’s different,
I’ve been in other conferences, in the
WAC it’s tough travel.”
Another Seattle run saw the lead
stretch to 23, before a late run from
Denver cut the lead to a respectable
10 points with 25 seconds to play.
The win got Seattle U back on
track in the WAC after dropping two
games in a tough road swing against
San Jose State and Utah State before
returning home to face Denver.
“Having two weeks on the road is
kind of hard, especially with school,”
said Shephard. “We’re just tired, and
we have two days of class and then we
have to get back on the road. It just
wears on our bodies.”
Seattle U won the game on the
defensive end, holding Denver to
32.8 percent shooting from the field,
while shooting 47.2 percent them-
selves. Shephard led the way with 15
points and six rebounds, while three
other Redhawks, point guard Daidra
Brown and forwards Ashley Wardand
Kacie Sowell scored in double figures
for the Hawks. Eight of the nine Red-
hawks who saw minutes put points on
jMBBVS. NEW MEXICO STATE 57-60/
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Daidra Brown drives against an opposing player during the women’s basketball
game on Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013. The Redhawk women’s basketball team beatDen-
ver 63-53 and extended theirhome winning streak to five games.
the board.
Shephard also kicked in four assists
and two steals. The team racked up 10
steals by the end of the night, contrib-
uting to the 16 turnovers.
Turnovers weren’t the only thing
that held Denver back. The Pioneers
didn’t fare any better from behind the
arc, only shooting 18.2 percent for the
game on 4-22 shooting.
The win marked the fifth straight
home win for the Hawks, a tally that
was extended on Saturday as the
Redhawks stretched that streak to
FEBRUARY 13th. 2013
six games in a 78-62 win over New
Mexico State. The next action for the
women will be Thursday, Feb. 14, at
Louisiana Tech before facing UT Ar-
lington again on Saturday, Feb. 16.





Post State of the Union, it is abundantly clear that Democrats are still
Democrats and Republicans are still Republicans and nobody’s going to pretend
otherwise. Pundits commented Tuesday night on the palpable partisan rancor
during the speech and Marco Rubios post speech response did nothing to
bridge that divide. The problem remains that our two parties believe in mutually
exclusive modes of governing and nobody is ready to burry the hatchet.
That being said, the U.S. elected Obama to a second term (he swept the swing
states, remember) and he can reasonably claim a mandate to govern. As such,
it is the opposition party’s duty to put down the ideological differences and get
pragmatic. Of course the Republicans maintained their hold on the House so
they have as much a right to ask a pragmatic work ethic of their counterparts
as the Dems do. Obama laid some good ideas on the line Tuesday night and
Republicans are going to have to workwith him or offer a coherent alternative.
If Senator Marco Rubio’s response speech is any indication, a coherent
alternative will not be forthcoming anytime soon. It seems unlikely that even
dyed in the wool Republicans could have listened to the speech without feeling
slightly nauseous at his blatant pandering. Either way though, the Republican
party is undeniably in over theirhead (one New York Times pundit referred to
John Boehner’s job as “herding feral cats”). They need to pull it together and
step up their game ifthey want to play. Otherwise we’re all going to suffer when
the block everything the president tries to do over the next four years.
the Spectator editorial board consists ofKeltonSears, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Caroline Ferguson, J.Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay, Andre Wyattand Lindsey Wasson. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authorsand not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressedin these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
“I’m going to the basketball game
hosted by Student Activities...
everyone should go! See you there!”
Austin Kawano, Sophomore
WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR VALENTINE’S DAY?





Is anyone else shocked thatWashington state has one of the most regressive
tax policies in the nation?
Due mostly to the absence of an income tax, our riches residents pay
relatively low taxes while poorer resident shoulder most ofthe burden of filling
state coffers. Of course, the argument will undoubtedly be made that this
policyhad attracted big industry and big talent, and that maybe true, but with
Jay Inslee at the helm and two democratic senators, it seems like this policy is
not inkeeping with the will of state residents.
That being said, state residents continue to vote against income taxes, so
perhaps this is what we want after all. But we spend tens ofthousandsofdollars
trying to end homelessness, and create affordable housing. It might be cheaper
and easier to simply shift the tax burden upwards. If nothing else, a serious
civic debate about this issue is warranted. People might be willing to pay an
income tax ifthat thought it was the cheapest option for the state.
Additionally, an in-depth look at the tax burden placed on Washington’s
lower classes might sway voters to change their minds about an income tax.
The middle class could be protected even with an income tax and the state
could set rates at something palatable while extracting more revenue from our
wealthiest residents.
“Eating a pint of ice cream and






“I’m going to call my mom because
I said I would on Valentine’s Day.”
Maggie Gorini, Freshman




Sam is not a licensed counselor. He’s a
junior with lots ofgood advice in his head,
which is conveniently located right here
Q* I’m 21 and I still haven’t had sex. Makes me feel like there is• something wrong with me. Is it bad to be a 21-year-old virgin?
A9 Hell no, and I’m not gonna give you the classic, “most people
• wish they waited.” Focus on yourself—your virginity is intact
not because there is something wrong with you, your virginity
is probably an intersection of circumstance and sexual self-understanding.
School, work, other social obligations can often times get in the way or distract
us from finding sexual mates and that’s riot your fault. Some things just take
time.
By no means am I saying just sleep with the first person who is down—because
I going to go out on a limb here and say that’s probably not what you really
want. Once you do “it” (keep in mind “it” is up for many, many interpretations)
you don’t get to join some club full of profoundly enlightened people. It’s crap
and don’t listen to anyone who tries to make you feel bad for not having sex,
whetheryou want to or not. Stop defining yourselfby your virginity, but focus
on your sexuality as part of yourself and no one else’s business.
And maybe you don’t even want to have sex. That’s fine too. It’s your body,
nobody else’s.
QSam,
should I donate to charity? At this point in my life, I'm more
• about booze and cheap eats. I'm a student with an on-campus job.
• I have to pay loans, rent, bills, you name it. That being said, I know
I'm wealthier than most. I'm conflicted—I keep hearing about social
inequality in class and Ifeel obligated to act, but what should I do?
A
What you do with your money is really up to you. It’s important
to recognize that you do have a lot of things that not everyone
has, but life does cost money, and rent and loan payments can be
stressful for young student, especially if you don’t have support
fromyour parents. Donating to charity can be a good thing but it's also not the
only way you can help people.
Simply put, you even thinking about givingback at all shows a lot of goodness
in yourself, not a lot of young people would concern themselves with that.
Focus less on what you are not doing because you don't have money, but what
you can be doing instead. It can be simple things like composting your coffee
cup or donating that sweater that your grandma gave you for Christmas to
Goodwill. You know, that sweater that’s three sizes too big because she still
thinks you’re in your awkward chubby phase ofmiddle school. Even step it up
by givingyour time one afternoon to help a foodbank. Alsoremember that you
by Sam James Moreno
are at a social justice school, and there are a lot of ways to get involved through
your education and programs on campus. Don't feel bad that you have financial
obligations, money isn't the only way to benefit the world.
Q. How wouldyou deal with apassive aggressivefriend?
*
Welcome to the Seattle Freeze. Buckle up. You have two options:
1) You ignore it, which will probably result in the problem getting worse and
worse until one of you guys cracks under pressure or you just stop speaking to
each other.
2) You can be straight up with them and ask them what is bothering them.
Keep in mind that people are often passive aggressive because they don't like
confrontation, so a public forum would be highly discouraged as a venue for
the conversation. For any good relationship or friendship it is important that
two people are able to communicate with one another honestly. And yeah it
might be kinda awkward, you guys might have to confront an issue in your
friendship that will result in hurt feelings—but you have to ask yourself ifthis
friendship is worth it. If the other person is non responsive or denies being
passive aggressive, then forget it. If they aren't going to level with you, well at
least you said you tried right?
Keep it Classy
TGC
Have a question? Send it to guidance@su-spectator.com










BARRIO RAISES THE BAR ON BRUNCH"
SEATTLE FOOD GEEK
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Social and Sustainable Emphasis
r m
An innovative 11-month graduate business degree
for the non-business major.
It’s here...an accessible business degree for non-business majors who want to
diversify their skill sets, increase their marketability, and bring hope to our world.
Explore a Christian understanding of ethical and sustainable practices
Develop relevant, real-world skills in business fundamentals
Train and work with a select group of students in a hands-on educational model
Study abroad in some of the world’s fastest growing emerging
markets (e.g. China, India)
Intern with Seattle’s top businesses and network with key professionals
APPLY TODAY: spu.edu/massm SCelttlc PflClflC
Application Deadline April 15,2013 university
520 BRIDGE. SUNDAYS
NEEDARIDE? 9:15 & 11:15 AM
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Discover where you'll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu
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